Interzoo 2018: the new Philips CoralCare ceiling light

The new Philips CoralCare ceiling light is unveiled at the Interzoo, within the most
interesting booth of the entire exhibition.
In fact, the Dutch stand, as one might say, included Philips, AquaFlora and especially
DeJong MarineLife. And the new Philips were ready to lighten the beautiful DeJong marine
aquarium.
As always, the sight was of incredible effect, as you can see from some images shown in this
article, and our exclusive 4K video will be available in the next days.

Coming back to us, the new Philips CoralCare keep the optimal premises of the first series,
whose dimensions are available in this article. They also keep the same shape, but there is

something more with respect to aesthetics. Now you can choose from three different
colors: gray, white and black.
Anyway, the main difference is the type of led. In fact, Philips collected user preferences,
and turned the color palette towards blue. In fact, many customers pointed out that they
would have lowered the strength of white in their aquariums to obtain a more pleasant
light.

To accomplish that, Philips installed three ceiling lights in three different colors: one was the
old, while the other two were updated. In this way, customers can appreciate the difference
between the two versions of the ceiling light.

The white balance of the three solutions may not reveal the various color differences.
Philips CoralCare new model with blue light

The left ceiling light was focused on blue light, and 5 tubes containing colored sand were put
below: in this way it was easy to see how the ceiling light emphasized the different
pigmentation.

We enjoyed the show. Maybe, to better understand the differences, you should have
compared the new and the old version, in a way that you could directly see the difference,
not only moving the tubes. But these are details, as always.
The DeJong MarineLife tank – preview

The aquarium was spectacular as always and, as you can see above, no effort has been
spared on lights. As many as 12 Philips CoralCare!

Let's take some random coral to show you…

As you know, we enjoy Philips very much, and think that this update, both of the color of
the outer part and particularly of the gradient of the color of the ceiling light itself, is a
concrete step towards the enhancement of an already good product.

Having the power supply inside the chassis is also a plus! Less heat released to the sump, if
contained within the furniture, as most users will certainly do. And, above all, a perfect
external ventilation, which fosters the ideal working temperature range.
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